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KEY MESSAGES / LEVO ALLSEATING.COM

LIFT EXPECTATIONS.

LEVO

H O W

+  Revolutionary Y–shaped back creates 
dynamic three–point pivot system that 
moves with user’s movements, reinforcing 
proper posture by supporting the spine, 
engaging the core and promoting the use  
of sit bones. 

+  Proprietary hands–on back lifting mechanism 
promotes active sitting by allowing the mesh 
to bow and provide precise support to exactly 
where the user needs it.

+  Back adjustment system ‘lifts’ user into 
proper posture position, providing lumbar 
support at five (5) distinctive intervals.  
Each interval is marked with a ‘click’ to 
remind users of their preferred lumbar 
location, minimizing adjustments and 
maximizing ergonomic support.

+  Seat constructed of molded polyurethane 
foam, featuring an intuitive waterfall 
edge design to reduce pressure on back 
and thighs. + Mesh material offers better 
optimized lumbar support in non–assigned 
seating situations, and keeps the user cool 
by preventing heat build up. 

+  Available in three (3) stylish frame options:  
Onyx, Smoke and Birch.

+  Customizable with two (2) eye catching mesh 
patterns in twenty–one (21) vibrant colors. 

+  Two (2) dynamic mechanisms to help  
users feet stay firmly on the ground while 
reclining: Basic Synchro Tilt or Synchro  
Tilt Mechanism. 

+  Available in three (3) elegant arm options: 
Task 2 arm, 4–dimensional arm and dual 
function arm.  

+  Steel frame for structural stability  
and flexible spine for lumbar  
region. + Arm design tilts inward, providing 
additional forearm support at four (4)  
height intervals + Proprietary ribbed spine 
provides necessary flex for tailored  
lumbar support. 

W H A T

+  Designed in collaboration with studio  
Fig 40, Levo builds on the proprietary design 
methodology of the You® family, providing 
a more affordable, ergonomic option that 
dynamically adapts to user’s movements. 

+  Levo is inspired by the Latin word ‘levis’, 
meaning to raise or lift, which is exactly  
what it does for posture.

W H Y

+ The human body wasn’t designed to  
      sit all day. 

+  The most common workplace injuries happen 
while seated due to a lack of lumbar support 
in task chairs. 

+  Higher demand for functional ergonomic 
support that better suits the needs of  
co–working spaces.  

+  Need for seating that can be adjusted  
easily to suit a greater number of users  
as workplaces move towards non–
assigned seating.

D E S I G N E R

+  Lee David Fletcher and Terence Woodside 
are an award–winning industrial design and 
engineering team and founders of celebrated 
design firm Fig40. Driven to develop 
relevant, sustainable and award–winning 
products that inspire collaboration,  
their method explores how design impacts 
process and how process impacts design. 
Their work has been recognized by GOOD 
DESIGN®, Red Dot Design Awards and Best 
of NeoCon, to name a few. 


